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Abstract 
Let H = (V, E) be an undirected hypergraph and A G V. We consider the problem of finding 
a minimum cost partition of V that separates every pair of nodes in A. We consider three 
formulations of the problem and show that the theoretical lower bounds to the integer optimal 
objective value provided by the LP-relaxations in all three cases are identical. We describe our 
empirical findings with each formulation. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Partitions; Hypergraphs; Integer programming formulations 
1. Introduction 
Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph with node set V and a multiset E C 2” of hyperedges 
or nets, where 2” is defined to be the set of all subsets of V. Note that a hyperedge may 
contain two or more nodes. Let w E Ry’ be a non-negative weight vector. Weighted 
hypergraphs are a natural representation of a circuit used as input in the layout process 
of VLSI design (see [5]). An important step in the layout process is circuit partitioning, 
which is the task of dividing a circuit into smaller components. The objective is to 
partition the hypergraph while minimizing the cost of connecting different components. 
In this paper we consider a form of the hypergraph partitioning problem where a 
specified set of terminals is to be separated. 
A significant amount of work has been done regarding the partitioning of graphs. 
However it is well known (see, for instance, [5]) that partitions obtained from graph 
approximations of hypergraphs can be far from optimal. Most of the work in hypergraph 
partitioning has involved the development of heuristics. In this paper our objective is 
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to use integer programming formulations to develop both lower and upper bounds for 
a version of the problem. 
LetA={vl,V*,..., uk} C V be a specified set of terminal nodes. Define an A-partition 
to be a partition of the nodes n={F,& ,..., &} where V= Uf=, F$, jr/;nV,l=O if 
i #j, and vi E K for i = 1,2,. . , k. An A-partition is thus a partition of the node set V 
in which each of the specified terminals from set A is contained in a different subset. 
Given an A-partition n, define 
n(n,e)=l{i: en l$#S}l - 1. 
The value n(n,e) represents the cutsize of the partition 7~ for the hyperedge e, i.e., 
the number of connections that would have to be established across the partition n to 
connect hyperedge e. A similar definition of cutsize has been used by Donath [3]. The 
value n(~,e)w~ represents the connection cost for net e if the hypergraph is partitioned 
as 7~. Using this notation, we define the connection cost of a partition 7c to be 
~(71) = C n(n,e)w,. 
6E 
Given H, A, and w, the A-partition problem is to find an A-partition of minimum cost. 
This problem is known to be NP-hard even in the special case where all nets have 
exactly two nodes, i.e., H is a graph (see [2]). 
In this paper we compare three different formulations for the A-partition problem. 
We discuss solution procedures in each case and report our computational experience. 
The formulations are described in Sections 24. In Section 5 we show that the lower 
bounds provided by the three LP-relaxations are identical. In Sections 6 and 7, we 
describe our computational experiments and analyze the results. 
2. Natural formulation 
In this section we describe an integer programming formulation for the A-partition 
problem using natural variables. Define the incidence vector (x’, y”) of an A-partition 
n={q,& ,..., vX_}, where 
xK( 0, i) = 
1 if UE 6, 
0 otherwise, 
y’(e,i)= 
1 if enF$#@, 
0 otherwise. 
By definition, if 7~ is an A-partition then Vi E J$ for all v; E A. Thus every incidence 
vector (x,y) of an A-partition satisfies 
x(vj,i)= 1 for ui EA. (2.1) 
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Similarly, each node in V must belong to exactly one subset in 7~. Thus 
kx(c,i)= 1 for 2! E V. (2.2) 
i=l 
Note that constraints (2.2) for v E A are redundant; the constraints and corresponding 
variables are included here for ease of notation. 
For every hyperedge e E E, if any node v E e is assigned to some subset K then by 
definition of y we know that y(e, i) = 1. Thus, the incidence vector of every A-partition 
satisfies the following valid inequality: 
y(e,i)>x(u,i) for cEe, eEE, i=1,2 ,..., k. (2.3) 
Furthermore, for i = 1,2,. . , k, (2.1) and (2.3) imply 
y(e, i) = 1 for e E E where U, E e. (2.4) 
Define the polyhedron 
LP(H,A) = {(x,y)30, (x,y) satisfies (2.1),(2.2),(2.3),(2.4)}. 
The following result is fairly easy to prove and is thus stated without proof. 
Proposition 1. The incidence vector of’euch A-purtition belongs to LP(H,A). If (x’, 
y’) is un integral point in LP(H,A) such that there does not exist uny integral 
point (x2, y2) E LP(H,A), (x2, y2) # (x’, y’), (x2, y2)<(x’, y’) (the inequulity holds 
c*omponent,zaise), then (x1, y’ ) is the incidence vector qf un A-partition. 
Observe that for a fixed partition 71 and a given hyperedge e f E, n(n, e) = Et, 
y(e, i) - 1. From Proposition 1 the problem of finding the minimum weight A-partition 
can thus be formulated as follows: 
k 
min 
= @ 
w, y(e,i) - 1 
<GE i=l ) 
s.t. (x, y) E LP(H, A), (x, y) integer. 
We obtain a lower bound to the value of the optimal solution by 
the LP-relaxation given by LP(H,A). Let d be the average number 
hyperedge. Then the size of the resulting LP-relaxation is as follows: 
Number of variables = kJ V/ + k]EJ, 
Number of constraints = / V) + dklE1. 
(2.5) 
optimizing over 
of nodes in an 
One can clearly optimize over the LP-relaxation in polynomial time. Computational 
experience with this formulation is described in Section 6.1. 
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3. Subset formulation 
In this section we describe a formulation (referred to as the subset formulation) 
with variables corresponding to each subset containing one of the terminal nodes. For 
i= 1,2,..., k, let Yi = { IJ$: vi E 6 C V} = { y’, <*, , F(“‘}. Fi is thus the family of 
all subsets of V containing the node Vi, and \Pjl = ni. Define the incidence vector 
p(x)={p/,i=l,2 ,..., k;j=l,2 ,... ,nj} of an A-partition rc={Vi,V~,...,V~}, where 
p/ zz 
1 
1 if “;j E 71, 
0 otherwise. 
Each A-partition rc contains exactly one subset from each family & for each i such 
that U,EA (i.e., KEFi for iEl,2 ,..., k). Thus, each feasible solution satisfies the 
following valid constraint: 
c p/=1 for i such that ViEA. (3.1) 
Further each of the subsets in any A-partition II must be disjoint and together contain 
all the nodes in I’. This implies that each node u E V\A must be assigned to exactly 
one subset. Thus each feasible solution satisfies the following valid constraint: 
c 
p,’ = 1 for all v c V\A. 
{i, j}:u E V;’ 
Define the polyhedron 
(3.2) 
LPP(H,A)= {p>O,p satisfies (3.1),(3.2)}. 
The following result is fairly easy to prove and is thus stated without proof. 
Proposition 2. The incidence vector of each A-partition belongs to LPP(H,A). If p’ 
is an integral point in LPP(H,A) such that there does not exist any integral point 
p2 ELPP(H,A), p2 # P’, p2 < p' (the inequality holds componentwise), then p’ is 
the incidence vector of an A-partition. 
Given a subset FJ E 9i, let w/ represent the aggregate cost of hyperedges that 
contain at least one node from the subset z’, that is 
Given the incidence vector p(n) of a partition rc, the total cost of the partition is given 
by 
y(7r) = c wi’p/ - c we. 
i,i @GE 
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From Proposition 2, the A-partition problem can thus be formulated as follows: 
min CM&; -Ewe. 
i,j UZE 
s.t. p E LPP(H, A), p integer. (3.3) 
Since in the worst case the number of subsets in 9i is exponential in the size of 
the problem, the number of columns in LPP(H,A) is potentially exponential. The LP- 
relaxation thus has 1 VI constraints but possibly an exponential number of variables. 
However the LP-relaxation can be solved using column generation. At iteration Y, let 
C’ denote the subsets included so far and let LPP’ be the LP-relaxation associated with 
(3.3) over columns corresponding to the subsets in C’. Since there is one constraint 
(of type (3.1) or (3.2)) for each node VE V, we obtain dual variables fl: for all v in V 
on solving LPP’ to optimality. At this stage, among the columns not included in C’, 
we need to identify one with a negative reduced cost, if one exists. For any subset Vi 
containing vi, the reduced cost is given by 
c w, - c PZ. 
r: le n v,’ 1 2 1 CE V’ 
For each Vi E A, the problem of finding a stibset with the lowest reduced cost (referred 
to as the pricing problem (PP)) can be formulated as the following integer program: 
mm C w,v(e, i) - C k(v, i) 
&E UEV 
s.t. y(e,i)-x(v,i)>O for use, eEE 
x(v,i)<l for vE V 
x, Y E (0, 1). 
The variables x and y are as defined in Section 2. Note that the constraint matrix 
in the pricing problem is totally unimodular (see [7] for a detailed discussion). This 
implies that the corresponding LP-relaxation has only integer extreme points (see [7]). 
Thus the pricing problem (PP) can be solved as a linear program in polynomial time. 
The column corresponding to an optimal solution of each pricing problem is brought 
into the LP for the next iteration if its reduced cost turns out to be negative. From the 
results of Grotschel et al. [4] we thus have the following result. 
Proposition 3. The optimal solution for the LP-relaxation corresponding to (3.3) 
(i.e., over the polyhedron dejined by LPP(H,A)) can be obtained in polynomial time. 
Computational experience with the subset formulation is described in Section 6.2. 
4. Hybrid graph-hypergraph formulation 
We have observed that most hypergraphs arising in VLSI circuits have a very large 
proportion of the hyperedges with only two nodes. i.e., a majority of the nets are 
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graph edges. One can exploit this observation to create a hybrid graph-hypergraph 
formulation. 
Given the hypergraph H = (V, E), let E = Es U EL, where Es is the set of edges with 
two nodes and EL = E\Es. Define the incidence vector (x’, y$, y;) of an A-partition 
n=(V,, Vz ,..., Vj), where 
XA(V, i) = 
1 if vEP$, 
0 otherwise, 
Y;(e) = 
1 if edge e E Es is cut by partition rr, 
0 otherwise, 
YF(e, i) = 
1 if eEEL and len&I#O, 
0 otherwise. 
Note that every incidence vector of an A-partition satisfies constraints (2.1) and (2.2). 
For each edge e E EL, we obtain the following constraint (similar to (2.3)): 
yL(e,i)>x(v,i) for KEEL, vie, i=1,2 ,..., k. (4.1) 
Note that an edge e = (u, o) E Es is cut if the end points are in two separate subsets. 
For eEEs, given St c{1,2 ,..., k}, l<lS1I<k-l and&={1,2 ,..., k}\S,, we obtain 
the following valid inequality: 
cx(u,i)+ cx(v,i) - ys(e)bl for eEEs. (4.2) 
iES[ iES2 
Consider any edge e = (u, vi’ ) E Es where Vj* E A. Since the node Uj* must be assigned 
to subset J+ in every feasible partition, all feasible solutions satisfy the following 
equation: 
-de> + C y(4.i) = 0. 
.iii’ 
(4.3) 
Define the polyhedron 
LPH(H,A)={(~,Ys,YL) 20, (x, Ys, yL) satisfies (2.1) (2.2) (4.1) (4.2) (4.3)). 
The following result is fairly easy to prove and is thus stated without proof. 
Proposition 4. The incidence vector of an A-partition belongs to LPH(H,A). If (x1, 
yh, yz) is un integral point in LPH(H,A) such that there does not exist any in- 
tegralpoint (~*,Y,$~~)ELP(H,A), (x’,YS~,YZ)#(X~,Y~,Y~), (~‘,Y~,YZ)~(~‘,Y~,Y~) 
(the inequality holds componentwise), then (x1, yb, y;) is the incidence vector of an 
A-partition. 
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We thus obtain a hybrid formulation for the A-partition problem as follows: 
min 
s.t. (4.4) 
Note that the LP-relaxation in this case has kl VI + klEL 1 + IEs I variables (less than 
the natural formulation). However there are an exponential number of constraints (4.2). 
- - 
Given a vector (x, ys,JL) one can identify a violated inequality of type (4.2) in poly- 
nomial time (see [l] for details). Thus, by Griitschel et al. [4] we obtain the following 
result: 
Proposition 5. The optimul solution for the LP-relaxution corresponding to (4.4) 
(i.e., OC~Y the polyhedron dqfined by LPH(H,A)) can be obtained in polynomial time. 
Our implementation of the hybrid formulation is described in Section 6.3. 
5. A comparison of the LP-relaxations 
In this section we compare the three formulations in terms of the lower bounds 
provided by their corresponding LP-relaxations. Let (x*, y*) be the optimal solution 
obtained by optimizing over LP(H,A), p* the solution obtained by optimizing over 
LPP(H,A), and (X,?;s,-ljL) the solution obtained by optimizing over LPH(H,A). Let 
21,Z~,Z~ be the respective values of the three optimal solutions. Each of these is a 
lower bound on the value of the optimal A-partition. In the following results we prove 
that each of the three LP-relaxations provide exactly the same value of the lower bound 
to the integer optimum objective value. The first result compares the natural (2.5) and 
subset (3.3) formulations. 
Proposition 6. If Zl and Zz are as d@zed above, then ZI = Z2. 
Proof. Note that Z1 = CeEE we(Ct=, y*(e,i) - 1) and Z2 = cf’=, x:1, w/p,*j 
- LEE w,. Given the vector p*, define the vector (x, y), where 
x(v,i)= c py for iE{1,2 ,..., k}, jE{1,2 ,..., n,}, 
j:cEV' 
y(e,i)= c 
p,"' for eEE, iE{1,2 ,..., k}. 
,:~eflV,‘~3I 
Note that (x, y) E LP(H, A) and 
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Since Zt is the value of the optimal solution over LP(H,A), we have 
Now we prove the inequality in the other direction. Given the solution (x*, y* ) defining 
Zt , define the vector p using the following iterative procedure for each i E { 1,2,. . . , k}: 
Step 0: Set x1=x*, St={v: x*(v,i)>O}, andj-1. 
Step 1: Set V/ = 9. 
Set CI = min{xj(u, i): IJ E Si} and ui = argmin{xi(v,i): V E Sj}. 
Set p! = CI. 
Step 2: For all u E Sj, set xi+’ ( U, i) =xj(,, i) - a. 
For all v E V\Sj, set xj+‘(,, i) = xj(u, i). 
Step 3: Set Si+l =Sj\{r~~}. 
Step 4: If IS/+’ 1 = 0 stop. 
Else set j +j+ 1 and go to Step 1. 
At the end of the procedure Cj p/ = 1 since x*(vi, i) = 1. Thus p E LPP(H,A). Note 
that 
y*(e,i) = ~~~{x*(u,i)} = C p/. 
j: pmv,'i #O 
Thus 
Cw,y*(e,i)= Iwe 
&E &E ( j:,&op/) = g (&;p!) = @pi. 
Since Zl is the value of the optimal solution over LPP(H,A), we have 
k n, 
The result follows. 0 
Proposition 7. If Z1 and Zj are as dejined earlier, then Z1 = Zj. 
Proof. Given the vector (x*, y*) defining Zt, define the vector (x, ys, yL), where 
for vE V,iE{1,2 ,..., k}, 
k 
ys(e)= xy*(e,i)- 1 for eEEs, 
i=l 
de, 4 = y*(e, i> for eEEL,iE{1,2 ,..., k}. 
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It is easy to verify that (x, ys, ye) E LPH(H,A). Also, 
Now we prove the reverse inequality. Given the vector (X,jS,JL), define the vector 
(x, Y ), where 
x(v,i)=X(zl,i) for vE V, iE{1,2 ,..., k}, 
y(e, 4 = .iQ(e, i) foregEL, iE{1,2 ,..., k}, and 
y(e,i)- ng{X(u,i)} for eEEs, i~{1,2 ,..., k}. 
Note that since (X, vS, FL) E LPH(H,A), for each graph edge e = (u, a), we have 
jS(e)a CX(u,i) + C.?(n,i) - 1 for Si C V,& = V\Sl. 
Thus 
This implies that 
&ES 
The result follows. 0 
From Propositions 6 and 7 it follows that the 
LP-relaxations are identical. Thus, the formulation 
lower bounds provided by all three 
to be used depends on how effective 
each is computationally. We consider this in the next two sections. 
6. Computational experiments 
The computational results presented in this section are based on our experience in 
solving problem instances generated from four base hypergraphs. Table 1 gives the size 
of the hypergraphs. Instances were generated as follows: For each hypergraph we fixed 
IAl and generated three independent problem instances by randomly selecting each ter- 
minal set A from the hypergraph node set V. All results reported for a given hypergraph 
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Table I 
Base hypergraphs for problem instances 
IVI IEI I& d 
chip1 300 294 162 2.87 
prim1 832 901 493 3.23 
indl 2,27 1 2,192 1,425 3.53 
prim2 3,014 3,029 1,835 3.70 
and fixed IAl are averages over these three instances. For hypergraphs indl and prim2 
we generated instances with jA 1 = 3 and jA / = 5; for prim1 we generated instances with 
IAl E {3,5,7,9,1 I} and for chip1 we generated instances with IAl E {3,5,. . . ,33}. In 
all problems we consider the case where w, = 1 for all e E E, i.e., we minimize the 
cutsize of the A-partition. 
The general purpose solver CPLEX version 3.0 is used for optimization routines. 
The solution times we report describe the “user time” needed to solve a problem as 
returned by the UNIX system call getrusaye( ); times are reported for solution on a 
Sun SPARCstationlO, Model 51, with 64M RAM running Sun OS 4.1.3_Ul. 
6.1. Natural formulation 
To solve the A-partition problem with the natural formulation, we implemented a 
branch-and-bound approach for the corresponding LP-relaxation to (2.5). A first step 
in solving the problem with an LP-based approach is to determine which LP solver 
is most effective for the given formulation. We conducted tests using the following 
six variants of the CPLEX solvers; default parameters were used except as noted: 
optimize( ) - primal simplex method 
optimize(sep) - primal simplex method; steepest-edge pricing 
dualopt( ) - dual simplex method 
hybnetopt(duaZ) - hybrid solver: CPLEX network optimizer/dual simplex 
barrier( ) ~ barrier algorithm 
hybburopt( ) - barrier algorithm; automatic crossover to basic solution. 
Table 2 presents the solution times for the chip1 problems with IAl = 17 using the 
above solvers. Note that the dual simplex and hybrid network/dual simplex routines 
solved each problem significantly faster than the primal simplex routines. The barrier 
method, with a simple rounding heuristic, outperformed all other methods on these 
problems. The barrier method with crossover performed competitively with the dual 
simplex routine and only slightly worse than the hybrid network/dual simplex method. 
Before branching, we use the following rounding heuristic to find an upper bound 
on the optimal integer solution objective value: We define puj = n(u,j) for each x(u,j) 
E (0,l) so that puj represents the probability of assigning node u to set 6. We then 
make random assignments for all nodes u : x(u,j) E (0,l) for some j E { I, 2,. . , jA I} 
based on these probabilities and compute the cost of the resulting A-partition. We 
repeat this probabilistic assignment IAl times and save the best integral solution. When 
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Table 2 
Comparative performance of LP solvers for chip1 problems with IAl = 17 
Method chipl_l7_I chipl_17-Z chipl-17-3 
optimte( ) 
optimiie(sep) 
dualopt( ) 
hyhnetopt(dual) 
haropt( ) 
hybbaropt( ) 
5027.3 s 4486.0 s 4621.5 s 
2898.4 s 2659.2 s 2698.6 s 
738.8 s 760.2a s 705.8 s 
520.0 s 620.0a s 524.6 s 
251.2b s 241.5b s 271.9b s 
736.3 s 674.6 s 746.4 s 
8 One branching node required. 
b Integer rounding heuristic required 
COMPARATIVE CHIP1 SOLUTION TIMES 
3000 
i 2500 
i 2000 
i= 
g 1500 
P 
2 
6 1000 
a 
E 500 
I AI 
+ -baropt() 
+ hybnetopt() 
- - + - -dualopt() 
Fig. I. Comparative solver timings for chip1 problems. 
using the baropt( ) solver, in many cases this rounding heuristic was sufficient to 
determine an integer optimal solution. 
We solved all chip1 and prim1 generated instances with the CPLEX baropt( ), 
dualopt( ), and hybnetopt( ) solvers. Figs. 1 and 2 show the average solution times. 
The baropt( ) solver found an integer solution for three problems, and in all but 
two of the remaining 64 problem instances the integer rounding heuristic found an 
integer optimal solution. The remaining two instances required branching; we exclude 
these two instances from the timings reported for baropt( ) in Figs. 1 and 2 because 
branching with the barrier method is prohibitively time consuming. ’ The duaZopt( ) 
’ In both cases, it was faster to re-optimize with dualopt( ) or hybnetopt( ) from the root node of the 
branching tree than to branch using baropt( ), 
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COMPARATIVE PRIM1 SOLUTION TIMES 
7000 
1 6000 
.E 5000 
I- 
5 4000 
‘G 
$ 3000 
m 
gj 2000 
I- 1000 
0 
3 5 7 9 
IAl 
Fig. 2. Comparative solver timings for prim1 problems. 
Table 3 
Average solution times (in seconds) for indl and prim2 instances 
+ hybnetopt() 
indl 
prim2 
dualopt( ) 
IAl= 
1288.4 s 
3121.6 s 
hybnetopt( ) 
IAl= IAl= IAl= 
6212.8 s 885.0 s 5919.1 s 
22604.7 s 2682.9 s 16297.1 s 
solver required a single branching node for two instances, and the hybnetopt( ) solver 
required a single branching node for one instance; all other instances were solved 
to integer optimality with the initial LP without further processing. In all cases, the 
optima1 objective value was achieved by the initial LP solution. 
We also solved the indl and prim2 problems using the dualopt( ) and 
hybnetopt( ) solvers. In Table 3 we present these average solution times. We did 
not solve these problems with the baropt( ) solver because attempts to solve the indi 
problems for IA I= 3 (the smallest of these problems) did not finish within 10,000 
seconds. 
While the solution times reported for the barrier algorithm are sometimes substan- 
tially faster than those of the other methods, the reliance on an integer rounding heuris- 
tic is unappealing. The solution times using dualopt( ) and hybnetopt( ) are similar in 
all cases, with hybnetopt( ) consistently performing slightly better. 
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Each processor reads in problem dala and builds an initial LP. 
Fig. 3 Flow chart for parallel Implementation of formulation (3.3). 
6.2. Subset formulation 
For the subset formulation (3.3) we developed an implementation where each of 
the pricing problems for i = I, 2,. . . , k, is solved in parallel. The flow chart in Fig. 3 
describes the structure of our implementation. We designed the implementation to use 
a single processor for each pricing problem and an additional processor for the main 
LP.’ The implementation was run on a network of workstations; we use the MPICH 
implementation of the standard Message-Passing Interface for managing the process 
communications. 
2 If the number of pricing problems is greater than the number of available processors, then each processor 
would sol\,e multiple pricing problems. In this case, straightforward optimizations to the implementation 
would decrease total memory usage and communication time. 
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PRICING PROBLEM OBJECTIVE PROGRESS 
150 200 250 300 350 400 
Major Iteration 
Fig. 4. Objective value progress for one pricing problem 
Table 4 
Example from 100th iteration of a chip1 problem instance with IAl = 3. Comparison of incoming variables 
(candidate subsets y loo) from the pricing problems 
I lp n I$00 n VyOOl 
IV\{ v,‘OO u v;oo u v;oo>\ 
Percentage of consistent node assignments (285/300) 
134 
151 
98.3% 
Our experience indicates that this formulation is not very effective in solving the A- 
partition problem. In applying the implementation to the chip1 instances for IA\ = 3, 
none of the problems were solved to completion within 400 major iterations. Each 
iteration here corresponds to one solution of the main LP. For two of the problems we 
found an optimal partition within the first few iterations; however no proof of optimality 
was obtained since new columns continued to enter at each iteration. Optimality is 
proven once the objective of each pricing problem is zero. We terminated the attempt to 
solve the third problem after 400 major iterations without finding an optimal partition. 
In all cases we verified when an optimal partition was found by comparison to the 
solution obtained using the implementation of the natural formulation (2.5). Fig. 4 
gives an example of the slow convergence rate for the pricing problem objective of 
one of the chip1 problems. 
Besides the slow convergence, it also appears that the entering columns generated 
by the k pricing problems in a given major iteration are very similar. In Table 4 
we compare the variables that priced favorably in the 100th major column generation 
iteration for one of the chip1 problems. Note that the three entering subsets overlap 
in 285 of the 300 nodes. 
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Fig. 5. Example time required per iteration to re-optimize the main LP after adding variables (one of the 
chip1 problems with IAl = 3). 
Through experimentation, we observed that adding the incoming variable from a 
single pricing problem rather than from all pricing problems resulted in faster con- 
vergence. Our understanding is that because of the similarity of the variables returned 
from the k subproblems, any one of the variables is sufficient to redistribute the dual 
values in the main LP. Fig. 4 shows that when considering the per iteration rate of 
convergence for the pricing problem objective, adding a single variable that prices fa- 
vorably is comparable to adding all variables returned from the pricing problems. By 
adding k variables when 1 would suffice, we needlessly increase the size (and diffi- 
culty) of the main LP. This is especially true since our empirical observation is that the 
variables which price favorably tend to be relatively dense. Fig. 5 shows that the time 
required to solve the main LP per iteration is significantly less when we add a single 
variable rather than all favorably priced variables. An immediate conclusion is that 
with the current implementation of the formulation, nothing is gained by paralleliza- 
tion, i.e., we may be better off solving a single pricing problem in serial with the main 
problem. 
6.3. Hybrid graph-hypergruph formulation 
The flowchart presented in Fig. 6 describes the structure of our cutting-plane/branch- 
and-cut implementation of the hybrid graph-hypergraph formulation (4.4). All generated 
problem instances were solved to integer optimality with this implementation. 
In the cutting-plane loop we separate over (4.2) using the method described in [l]. 
After each pass through the graph edge set ES we add any violated inequalities using 
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Construct the initial LP from constraints of type (2.11, (2.2), (4.1), (4.3) 
and optimize using hybnetopt() 
Check the current optimal LP solution: 
Are there any violated constraints of fype (4.2)? 
Add violated constraints and solve the modified 
LP using the Dual Simplex routine dunloptO. 
Report integral (optimal) solution. 
I A 
Find upper bound on integer optimal 
solution objective value using rounding heuristic. 
Is the upper bound equal to the LP objective value? 
I 
no 
Use branch-and-cut tofind the optimal integer solution 
Fig. 6. Flow chart for cutting-planes implementation of formulation (4.4) 
a single call to the CPLEX routine a&k~s( ) and optimize the modified LP using 
the CPLEX dual simplex routine dualopt( ). Note that the dual simplex method has an 
advantage over the primal simplex method here since we maintain dual feasibility even 
with the added constraints (i.e., we can use the previous optimal basis as a starting 
point with duulopt( )). 
If the cutting-plane loop does not find an integral (optimal) solution, we proceed 
to find an integer solution that will give an upper bound using the rounding heuristic 
described in Section 6.1. Note that if the objective value for the best integral solution 
equals the objective value of the most recent optimal LP objective (or the ceiling of that 
objective if weights are integral) then we have an optimal integer solution. Otherwise, 
we proceed with a branch-and-cut approach. For details on the general branch-and-cut 
approach the reader is referred to [6]. 
Out of the problems solved with our hybrid implementation, three of the chip1 
problems required branching on a single node. All other instances solved with this 
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Table 5 
Comparative statistics for the natural and hybrid formulations 
Natural formulation Hybrid formulation 
Solution 
time (s) 
Number 
of rows 
Solution 
time (s) 
Number 
of rows 
Separation 
passes 
chip1 
(see note* ) 
(see note**) 
(see note**) 
prim1 
ind2 
prim2 
IAl= 5.0 
IAl= 22.2 
I.41 = 7 58.9 
l-31 =9 95.2 
IAl=ll 264.5 
I.41 = 13 323.1 
IAl = 15 456.7 
1.41 = 17 609.5 
IAl= 684.9 
IAl =21 946.5 
IAl =23 1248.7 
141 =25 1506.1 
/4/ =2J 1435.5 
/Al =29 1731.6 
IAl =31 2 161.7 
lAl-33 2409.7 
IAl= 109.6 
/Al=5 600.7 
IAl= 1582.6 
IAl= 2987.3 
IAl=ll 4876.4 
JAI=3 885.0 
IAl= 5919.1 
IAl= 2682.9 
IAl= 16497. I
2835 4.5 1938.3 3.3 
4525 18.6 3057.7 6.3 
6215 76.3 42753 10.7 
7905 173.4 5409.0 Il.7 
9595 270.3 6538.3 12.0 
I1285 336.2 7470.7 14.7 
12975 1227.6 8903.7 20.3 
14665 1579.2 9948.0 24.0 
16355 1153.8 10805.3 23.7 
18045 2350.9 12134.7 22.0 
19735 4767.6 13393.7 33.3 
21425 14481.4 14714.7 31.3 
23115 8326.3 15437.7 31.3 
24805 7164.5 16418.7 28.3 
26495 12297. I 17819.7 27.7 
28185 81 12.9 18549.0 33.3 
9550 78.7 6747.7 3.7 
15362 319.3 10719.0 5.0 
21174 933.6 14756.7 11.7 
26986 1684.2 18463.0 6.3 
32798 4024.8 22617.3 7.7 
25500 475. I 17342.3 3.7 
40986 5740.7 28 106.3 6.7 
36671 1098.1 2674 I .3 5.0 
59109 5831.4 42243.3 5.0 
* - Single branching node required for one problem with both implementations. 
** ~ Single branching node required for one problem with hybrid implementation 
implementation resulted with an integer optimal solution without the rounding heuristic 
or branching. Solution times for all runs are presented in Table 5. 
7. Analysis of computational results 
From our computational experiments we are able to draw the following conclusions: 
(1) The LP-relaxations to the formulations presented in the paper provide very tight 
lower bounds for the A-partition problem. For all problem instances solved, the 
lower bound for the optimal objective given by the LP-relaxation was equal to the 
objective of the optimal solution. In all but three instances (one for the natural 
formulation with hybnetopt( )), the optimum to the LP-relaxation was also the 
integer optimum. 
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(2) As discussed in Section 5, the value of the lower bounds given by all three 
LP-relaxations are identical. However, in practice we were able to solve the nat- 
ural and the hybrid formulations more effectively than the subset formulation. As 
described in Table 5, we were able to solve all problem instances to optimality 
using both the natural and the hybrid formulations. On the other hand, even for the 
smallest problem instances (chip1 with ]A] = 3), we could not prove optimality 
within 15 000 s using our implementation of the subset formulation (these problems 
were solved in under 5 s on average using each of the other two formulations). In 
Section 6.2 (see Figs. 4, 5, and Table 4) we have discussed possible reasons for 
this behavior of the subset formulation. 
(3) It is difficult to suggest either the natural or hybrid formulation as preferable to 
the other. For the instances we solved, the hybrid formulation seems to do better 
for lower values of ]A]. It does better than the natural formulation for all instances 
of prim1 (]A / < 1 l), indl and prim2 (]A] < 5). For chip1 it does better than the 
natural formulation for (A] < 5 but worse for larger values of ]A /. 
In the four problems we considered, the graph edges (with two nodes) comprise 
about 55-65% of the total edges. We hypothesize that the hybrid formulation 
becomes more effective as the proportion of graph edges increases. This is based 
on our experience in [ 11. 
(4) For the natural formulation, our experience indicates that hybnetopt(&ual) is the 
most effective (in terms of speed and consistency) of the six solvers we tried 
from CPLEX. It is faster than all the other solvers besides buropt( ) in every 
instance where a comparison was made (see Figs. 1, 2, and Table 2). For all 
instances of chipi, haropt( ) solves the LP-relaxation faster than hybnetopt( ) 
(see Fig. 1). However, in all but three instances we obtain fractional solutions. 
Our rounding heuristic gives the optimal integer solution in all but two of these 
instances; for these two instances, branching using baropt( ) is not effective. For 
the larger problem (priml), hybnetopt( ) is faster than baropf( ) in solving the 
LP-relaxation (see Fig. 2); further hybnetopt( ) gives the optimal integer solution 
in each of these cases while baropt( ) gives fractional solutions. For one instance 
of indl attempted, buropt( ) could not obtain the optimal solution to the LP- 
relaxation within 10000s. Thus, our experience, indicates that hybnetopt( ) is the 
most effective solver for the natural formulation. 
In conclusion we reiterate that the formulations considered by us provide very good 
bounds for the A-partition problem. The natural formulation (using hybnetopt( )) or 
the hybrid formulation (with a cutting plane approach) seem to provide an effective 
methodology to solve this problem. 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper we have considered three different formulations for the A-partition 
problem. We show that the lower bounds for the optimal integer objective given by 
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the three LP-relaxations are identical. The choice of formulation thus depends on how 
effectively each formulation can be solved in practice. Our computational experiments 
indicate that the natural and hybrid formulations can be solved much faster than our im- 
plementation of the subset formulation. Furthermore, we observe that the lower bound 
provided by the LP-relaxations is tight and in most cases the LP-relaxation provides 
an integer optimal solution. 
Our computational results in this paper are encouraging. To better evaluate each of 
the formulations for problems of varying size and structure, we suggest the following 
avenues of investigation: 
l More extensive testing of the natural and hybrid formulations with a larger problem 
test set. 
l The subset formulation considered by us is equivalent to a Dantzig-Wolfe decom- 
position of the natural formulation. Given this we may be able to apply perturbation 
methods which have been successful in that setting. 
l Our experience with the natural formulation indicates that solution times with the 
bu~o~t( ) solver are less sensitive to the size of the terminal set than with the 
other solvers. Our limited experiments do not provide us with conclusive evidence 
to support this; further computational testing is required to resolve this issue. 
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